Highly Planar and Completely Insulated Oligothiophenes: Effects of π-Conjugation on Hopping Charge Transport.
Elucidating the nature of long-range intramolecular charge transport in π-conjugated molecules is of great importance for the development of organic electronic materials. However, the effects of the degree of π-conjugation on the hopping charge transport have not been experimentally explored so far owing to the lack of π-conjugated backbones with different conjugation degrees and several-nanometer lengths. Here we develop highly planar and completely insulated oligothiophenes between 0.85 and 9.64 nm in length. As compared to distorted oligothiophenes, single-molecule conductance measurements of the planar molecules show (i) a smaller activation energy and larger electrical conductance in the hopping transport regime and (ii) a shift in crossover between tunneling and hopping conduction toward a short molecular length. Theoretical calculations indicate that small reorganization energies and narrow energy gaps derived from the planar backbones result in these superior characteristics. This study reveals that the planarity of π-conjugation has significant advantages for hopping charge transport.